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The smallest detail can have the 
greatest impact. Every component 
and every inclusion is purposed 
with efficiency and style.

From top to bottom, from courtyard 
to rooftop, green landscapes have 
been carefully composed to colour 
social spaces.

Crafted words and studied 
design lights up the streets 
of Carlton. 
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APT UNIFIES THE STREETSCAPE 
AND UNITES RESIDENTS 
WITHIN A CAREFULLY 
DEVELOPED DESIGN FOR 
URBAN LIVING.
Clever and connected architecture by 
Jackson Clements Burrows brings together 
the surrounding built forms. Universities, 
period architecture, contemporary buildings 
and local foliage have been interpreted in 
a nine level design with 143, one, two and 
three bedroom apartments. The advantage 
of two distinct social spaces from courtyard 
to rooftop take on life beyond four walls. 

A gridded circular pattern plays across the 
façade to lighten the texture around cubed 
forms that slot into an articulated façade. 
The cantilevered cubes serve a dual purpose 
offering both privacy and protection for 
the glazed front balconies that recede into 
the design beside vertical green blades 
that rise through the building to reference 
Rathdowne Street’s elm trees. 

Step into the entry foyer, also a modern 
lounge. Timbers mix with reflective surfaces 
and a metallic wall that brings the façade 
design inside making this a convenient place  
to meet, greet or wait. Security lifts and  
vehicle ramps access the basement that 
provides secure parking for cars and bicycles 
and includes lock-up storage facilities. 

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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Private courtyards are a green oasis 
bordered by leafy walls and raised planters. 
The peaceful outdoor zone easily steps 
into the interiors to become an extended 
entertaining area, perfect for drinks at 
sunset before a night on the town. 

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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A

APT. BENCH 
SPACE

B

APT. COFFEE / DINING  
TABLE

C

APT. COUCH / BED

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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A transforming table seamlessly 
makes the move from relaxed 
coffee table to dining in two 

simple movements. 

The bespoke sofa converts 
your lounge room into a guest 

bedroom, taking the space  
from day to night in minutes.

APT. COFFEE / DINING TABLE APT. SOFA / BED

B C

A moveable benchtop extends the 
kitchens’ preparation space or can 
be utilised as an entertainer, island 

benchtop, breakfast or cocktail 
drinks bar. 

APT. BENCH SPACE

A

Artists’ Impression. Artists’ Impression. Artists’ Impression. Artists’ Impression.Artists’ Impression. Artists’ Impression.

APT. 
CONSIDERED 

SPACES
Thoughtful furniture upgrade options let  

you do more while using the same amount  
of space. 

A range of convertible furniture pieces are 
perfect for when you need more space.  

Multifunctional furniture gives the living space 
the ability to adapt to any need. A lounge, a 

kitchen, a dining room, an entertainer,  
a bedroom. 

Move, fold, expand. There’s more to these pieces 
than meets the eye. Choose to purchase and 

make moving in easy.
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APT. KITCHEN

A fully equipped kitchen has all the 
integrated, premium brand appliances 
you’d expect plus an option to upgrade with 
a Fisher & Paykel fridge freezer concealed 
within floor to ceiling storage.  

Polished, flat panel cabinetry in contrasting 
tones adds depth to the space and open 
timber framed shelves are a decorative 
influence which also increase storage. Satin 
surfaces are easy to clean. Crisp white stone 
benchtops and mirror splashbacks reflect 
light and classic design.

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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APT. LIVING

This open plan living space is both refined 
and flexible. Scandinavian inspired function 
and style gives this zone a gentle and organic 
sense, connected to the outdoors via full 
height glazing. The lounge also relates to the 

existing bedroom(s) that are finished with 
pure wool, flatweave carpets, full-length, 
built-in wardrobes and large windows to 
flood the room with natural light.

APT. BATHROOM

The bathroom is finished with natural 
textures and satin surfaces. White-on-white 
tapware is highlighted against the darker 
shades of large format and mosaic ceramic 
tiling while mirrors and semi-frameless glass 

open the space to add a sense of airiness. 
Designer wall features increase hanging 
space and storage capacity is increased  
to keep it all neat and tidy. 

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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Alfresco dining takes centre stage in Apt’s courtyard and 
rooftop. Fire up the BBQ and dine all day in spaces created 
for friends to gather and meals to be shared. 



THE ROOFTOP ENTERTAINS 
A CONNECTED COMMUNITY

A collective of considered, indoor and 
outdoor components work together in 
a diverse space that asks you to look at 
socialising in an entirely new way.  

The city is an expansive backdrop to a 
glittering roofscape, a series of connected 
and flexible zones, overflowing with ideas  
for entertaining and doing your own thing.

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.



The multipurpose rooftop lounge is a perfect 
place to meet or retreat. Glass walls slide back 
integrating indoor zones with the relaxed 
break-out deck to create a shared space. 
Designer furniture, in-built bench seating  
and a BBQ entertaining zone is bordered 
by layers of greenery looking over incredible 
views of inner Melbourne and the CBD. 

Designer lighting brings the night-sky down 
to earth with moon-like orbs scattered around  
the garden and strategically placed up-lights  
to define intimate clusters of seating and 
large entertaining areas. Extra lighting 
illuminates hidden nooks. 

A circular skylight floods the interior section 
with natural light, giving the space designer 
edge while acting as a window to the stars. 
The built-in kitchen and cocktail bar service 
the dining area. Enjoy a game of table tennis 
or relax in the lounge area. The large screen 
makes this a great space to cheer on your 
team or settle in with popcorn. 

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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The courtyard provides a place to be 
entertained or relaxed. Boxed planters and 
perforated metal screens, bursting with 
greenery, line the perimeter, acting as 
vertical green walls that extend the garden 
area. An entertaining zone feeds off the 
space with dual BBQ’s, tables and benches, 

sheltered by a timber pergola and surrounded 
by pockets of casual seating.

But it’s the bocce court that takes centre 
stage and lights up at night in a compelling 
play space and a great excuse to meet  
the neighbours. Watch the game from  
a sunlounge or join in. 

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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The herb wall brings fresh, handpicked flavour to a 
courtyard BBQ. It’s also a lush screen to protect the space.   



13. Market Lane Coffee

AN ABUNDANCE OF BARS, 
RESTAURANTS AND CAFÉS 
FILL CARLTON’S STREETS 
WITH THEIR CLEVER INTENT. 
THIS IS WHERE SMALL 
DETAILS COME TOGETHER 
TO CREATE THE BIGGER 
PICTURE. 

There is a new guard that are shaping the 
streets of Carlton with endless talent and clear  
purpose. These resourceful merchants are 
transforming a hub that pioneered café culture  
and alfresco dining by continuing to inject 
considered design into everything they do. 

Baker D. Chirico exudes style and substance. 
Bread, pastries and design are an art form in a  
considered interior that raises the roof to bring  
the world’s attention to a little place 
in Carlton. 

Moon Under Water’s minimal white interiors 
help highlight the establishment’s singular 
obsession with sophisticated good taste. 

Carlton is a marketplace for ideas, every 
space has a distinct purpose that makes it  
a compelling and exciting place to be. 
Carlton has grown up.

Market Lane Coffee is a tiny spot, big on a 
singular dedication to fair trade coffee 
in all its forms. An old lounge room turned 
storeroom is now a distinct café kiosk and 
micro-roaster with a window to Melbourne’s 
best brews.

Stove Top has a space designed to be social. 
The greenery and natural textures are as 
comforting as the menu. 

16. Baker D.Chirico

5. Moon Under Water

17. Stovetop
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THESE STREETS, THIS 
COMMUNITY, YOU WON’T 
FIND AUTHENTIC DESIGN 
AND CULTURE LIKE THIS 
ANYWHERE ELSE.

Melbourne’s most walkable neighbourhood  
has an inherent style that just can’t be  
created overnight. Well-chosen spaces are 
deliberately made for local life, intended to  
mix it up and bring together a community  
of makers and creators. 

Dive into daily fitness at Carlton Baths, across  
the road. Walk to work, school and the village 
or straight into the heart of the CBD, only 
2.6 kms away. Alternatively trams, buses and 
bicycles can take you anywhere you want to go. 

Parks and public spaces gather up students, 
shop-owners, residents and visitors as they  
relax and engage. The proximity to the country’s  
leading learning institutions makes Carlton 
literary and intellectual. The well-planned 
huddle of universities and technical institutes 
that breed the best minds in the country are  
on your doorstep. 

Carlton’s carefully composed landscape is  
part free-and-easy, part highly considered  
but mostly, the perfect fit for you. 
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22. Yo-Chi

Lygon Street



History drives deep into the soul of Carlton.  
A line up of village provedores, garden squares, 
piazza and famous landmarks walk through 
the past and into modern Melbourne. Creative 
entrepreneurs are making every space, and 
every moment, count.

Lygon, Rathdowne and Nicholson Streets’  
stores read like a world class city travel guide.  
A heritage building becomes a modern icon, 
little stores have a big impact and a one-of-a-
kind community gathers and shares. 

Conscious innovation is the legacy of Carlton. 
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The Royal
Melbourne Hospital
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Private Hospital
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Baths

CBD

FITZROY NORTH

COLLINGWOOD

EAST MELBOURNE
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Bus N° 
200 & 207
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250 &
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CARLTON

Melbourne
Zoo

RESTAURANTS

1  Town Mouse

2 Donnini’s

3 La Luna Bistro

4 Epocha

5 Moon Under Water

BARS

6 Markov

7 Gerald’s Bar

8 Jimmy Watson’s WIne Bar

9 The Carlton Wine Room

10 Naked For Satan

11 Little Creatures Dining Hall

CAFÉS/FOOD STORES

12 D.O.C Deli

13 Market Lane Coffee

14 Brunetti

15 Bezela Food Store

16 Baker D. Chirico

17 Stovetop

18 Rathdowne Village  
 Delicatessen

19 St Clements Greengrocers

20 Two on Rathdowne

21 Small Victories

22 Yo-Chi

23 Queen Victoria Market

ENTERTAINMENT

24 Cinema Nova

25 La Mama Theatre

26 Carlton Baths

27 Royal Exhibition Building

28 Melbourne Museum  
 & IMAX

29 Melbourne Zoo 

SHOPPING

30 The Lab Organics

31 Eastern Market

32 Lygon Court/ 
 Woolworths

33 Emporium

34 Melbourne Central  
 Shopping Centre

GARDENS

35 Carlton Gardens

36 Royal Park

37 Fitzroy Gardens

38 Princes Park

EDUCATION

39 Melbourne University

40 RMIT University

41 State Library

42 Carlton Library

HEALTH

43 The Royal  
 Melbourne Hospital

44 The Royal  
 Children’s Hospital

45 The Royal  
 Women’s Hospital

46 Frances Perry House

47 St Vincent’s Private  
 and Public Hospital

48 Melbourne Private  
 Hospital
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THE PERFECT FIT. 
APT’S CONSIDERED 

DESIGN AND CARLTON’S 
CREATIVE COMMUNITY.

4140
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APT. VIEWS

A unique façade encourages a lively play of 
light across surfaces that reflect and absorb 
panoramic views of the city skyline, parklands 
and greater Melbourne. 

Artists’ Impression. Subject to planning approval.
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AUSTRALAND & CITTA 
PROPERTY GROUP INVITE YOU 
TO REIMAGINE URBAN LIVING.

APT’S VISIONARY RESIDENTIAL 
DESIGN AND HIGHLY CONSIDERED 
USE OF SPACE HIGHLIGHTS 
THE VERSATILITY OF THE TEAM’S 
PORTFOLIO OF LANDMARK 
DEVELOPMENTS.

AUSTRALAND AND 
CITTA BRING TOGETHER 
TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL 
EXPERTISE, INDUSTRY 
PROFESSIONALISM AND A 
REMARKABLE CONTRIBUTION 
TO AUSTRALIA’S RAPIDLY 
DEVELOPING RESIDENTIAL 
LANDSCAPE.

Iconic designs to articulate market needs 
then raise the standard and breathe life into 
Melbourne’s top precincts.

A well-established collaboration between 
two top ranking industry professionals 
has delivered an outstanding portfolio of 
developments to transform Melbourne’s 
residential landscape.  Always conscious 
of orientation, location and community, 
Australand and Citta’s mutual dedication to 
high quality, well considered developments is 
taking Melbourne into the future. 

With over 90 years’ experience Australand  
is one of Australia’s most successful property 
groups and a highly trusted developer. 

Citta, a well respected, large-scale specialist 
property developer, with in excess of $1billion 
in projects across Australia’s east coast 
alone, brings expertise in complex property 
assets to a long-standing partnership that 
thrives on innovation and a clear vision for 
the future. 

Lume, Carlton Lume, Carlton



The Apt rooftop is also a table 
tennis venue, encouraging you  
to add some social spin to  
your game.

A great Carlton tradition, the bocce 
court transforms the courtyard into 
an animated social scene, complete 
with night lighting.

The herb wall is the perfect 
side for a courtyard dinner 
with friends. Use only what 
you need.



The information and images in this brochure are intended as a general introduction to Apt and do not form an offer, guarantee or contract. Please note that whilst reasonable care is taken to ensure 
that the contents of this brochure are correct, this information is to be used as a guide only. All plans and images are conceptual only and may change at any time without notice. The computer 

generated images of dwellings are indicative only. This material was prepared prior to the completion of design and construction of the building featured. The developer reserves the right to amend 
the finish and selections that constitute the external and internal fabric of the development due to unforeseen building constraints and product availability. All or part of the facilities may not be 
available at settlement and may be delivered in stages over an unspecified period of time. Distances are approximate only. Purchasers must rely on their own enquiries and the contract for sale. 

This brochure has been prepared on the basis of a 9 storey development. The developer currently is yet to secure approval for this, the developer makes no representations or warranties regarding  
the likelihood of obtaining approval for a 9 storey development.  

Published September 2014.

13 38 38  aptcarlton.com.au




